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Exercises and Stretches to Perform Before a Total Knee Replacemet 

or a Total Hip Replacement 

Overview 

Exercises done prior to a knee replacement or a total hip replacement can help to strengthen, 

improve flexibility, decrease pain, and improve mobility.  This then helps with recovery.  The 

exercises listed below can be done at home.  As with any new exercise program, make sure you 

contact your local physical therapist or your doctor regarding the new exercises.   

Dr. Carrie Krug, PT, DPT, provides a list of exercises and stretches you can do prior to your 

surgery to help strengthen your muslces and improve your flexibility.  And, if your surgery had to 

be postponed due to COVID-19, these exercises will help with any pain, weakness, or limitations 

in motion you may have.  By doing these exercises, you are preparing even more for your surgery 

and setting up rehab to go more effectively and quickly.   

If at any time you feel a significant amount of pain or have questions about what you are doing, 

make sure you contact your local physical therapist or doctor. 

Lets Get Started! 

EQUIPMENT NEEDED: 

1. Pillow Case 

2. Stretch Band or Bed Sheet 

3. Small Therapeutic Soft Ball or Pillow to Fold 

 

EXERCISES: 

On Bed: 

1. Heel Slides 

Put your foot in a pillow case and pull your heel towards your bottom, bending your 

knee, until you feel a tolerable stretch in your knee.  

Hold 10 count, Repeat 5 times 
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2. Quad Sets 

Lying on your back or propped on elbows, bend unaffected knee and keep affected 

leg/knee straight.  Make sure foot points straight up and push knee down into the bed. 

You should feel the muscles in the front of your thigh tighten.  

 

Hold 10 count, Repeat 5 times 

 
 

3. Prone Terminal Knee Extension 

Lie on your stomach and place folded pillow or soft therapeutic ball under ankle/foot.  

Keeping hips on the bed, raise knee up straight. 

 

Hold 5 count, Repeat 10 times 
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4. Straight Leg Raises, four directions 

a. Lie on back, bend unaffected leg/knee and raise leg up straight with toes/foot 

pointing up to knee. 

b. Lie on unaffected side (hips over hips, ribs over ribs) and raise leg up straight 

with toes/foot pointing straight . 

c. Lie on affected side, top leg relaxed over bottom leg and bent with bottom leg 

straight and toes/foot pointing straight. Raise bottom leg up straight. 

d. Lie on stomach, keep both hips on bed and raise affected leg up straight 4-6 

inches. 

Hold each raise 5 count, Repeat 15 times for each direction. 

   

5. Bridges with Ball/Pillow Squeeze 

Lie on back, place pillow or therapeutic soft ball between knees.  Heels in line you’re 

your sit-bones and hands resting on stomach, lift up bottom and squeeze ball/pillow. 

 

Hold 5 count, Repeat 10 times 
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6. Isometric Abdominals 

Lie on back, bring both legs up towards chest with knees at 90 degrees and hips at 90 

degrees, calves parallel to bed.  Push knees away from body, but do not let legs move. 

 

Hold 5 count, Repeat 10 times 

 
 

7. Prone Knee Hang 

Lie on stomach and scoot so that knees are off the edge of your bed.  Let your leg s 

relax straight.  If you find that it is too painful and you are “bending” your knee, then only 

lie on your stomach for as long as you can maintaining a relaxed straight knee. 

 

Goal= 5 minutes, Start with 1-2 minutes 
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Standing by a Chair or Countertop: 

8. Hip Pendulums 

Standing by a chair or countertop for support, gently swing your affected leg 

forward/back, side/side, clockwise/counter-clockwise, focusing on moving your hip. 

 

Repeat 10 times for each direction 

 

  
 

9. Mini-Squats 

Hold onto chair or countertop for support; Position: Make sure equal weightbearing 

through both legs, feet pointing forward, feet shoulder width apart.  “Sit back” as if going 

to sit in a chair, but only squatting to about 45 degrees knee flexion.  Make sure your 

“knees do not go over your toes” and hold for a 2-3 count.  

 

Repeat 10 times, Hold 2-3 count 

 

 
 

10. Heel Raises 
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Hold onto chair or countertop for support; Position: Stand tall with “chest proud,” feet 

shoulder width apart and pointing forward and equal weightbearing through both legs. 

Rise up on toes and hold for a 2-3 count. 

 

Repeat 10 times, Hold 2-3 count. 

 

 

 

STRETCHES: 

On Bed: 

Hold each stretch for 30 seconds and repeat 2 times 

1. Hamstring 

Lie on back, place stretch strap or sheet on sole of foot. Pull leg up straight and hold for 

a stretch in the back of your thigh and knee. 

 
 

2. Calf 

Sit up on bed with legs stretch out resting against wall/headboard. Place stretch strap or 

sheet on sole of foot and pull both ends toward you keeping your leg straight and flat on 

the bed.  Stretch felt in calf and behind the knee. 
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3. Hip Opening 

Lie on back, bend unaffected knee and rest affected leg/ankle on bent knee. Gently push 

on affected leg’s knee and hold. 

 
 

4. Piriformis 

Stay in position as noted above, but place stretch strap/sheet behind knee of unaffected 

leg (bent knee parallel to bed) and pull towards you.  Stretch felt in buttock of affected 

leg. 

 

 
 

5. Hip Flexor/Quad 

Scoot to edge of bed and drop affected leg off edge of bed.  Bring unaffected leg 

towards chest with stretch strap or sheet.  
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What to Consider 

Spend 15 minutes twice a day doing these exercises; pick half of the exercises to do in 

the morning and then complete the remainder in the evening.  Your ability to increase 

your strength and flexibility around your knee and/or hip prior to surgery or while you are 

in a waiting period until you can reschedule your surgery due to COVID-19, will greatly 

help with your current limitations and then will help with the speed and quality of your 

recovery once you are in rehab.  Good Luck! 

 

In Good Health, 

Dr. Carrie Krug 

carrie.krug@tothecorept.com 
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